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Two dimensional profiles of electron temperature are measured inside and downstream of a

radiofrequency plasma thruster source having a magnetic nozzle and being immersed in vacuum.

The temperature is estimated from the slope of the fully swept I-V characteristics of a Langmuir

probe acquired at each spatial position and with the assumption of a Maxwellian distribution. The

results show that the peripheral high temperature electrons in the magnetic nozzle originate from the

upstream antenna location and are transported along the “connecting” magnetic field lines. Two-

dimensional measurements of electron energy probability functions are also carried out in a second

simplified laboratory device consisting of the source contiguously connected to the diffusion cham-

ber: again the high temperature electrons are detected along the magnetic field lines intersecting the

wall at the antenna location, even when the antenna location is shifted along the main axis. These

results demonstrate that the peripheral energetic electrons in the magnetic nozzle mirror those

created in the source tube. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4990110]

Plasma expansion along a magnetic nozzle (MN) is an

important research topic which relates to radio frequency (rf)

MN plasma thrusters.1–7 The effect of the MN on thrust gen-

eration has been identified in helicon thruster experiments;8,9

it originates from the Lorentz force via the radial magnetic

field and the plasma-induced azimuthal electric current as

predicted by some models;8,10–12 the models and analysis

detailed in Refs. 8 and 12 show that this current agrees fairly

well with the electron diamagnetic drift current. Since the

azimuthal current depends on the profiles of plasma density,

temperature, and the electric and magnetic fields (when con-

sidering the Hall current), understanding the fine structural

details of the plasma within the MN is essential.

Basic laboratory experiments have reported simulta-

neous formations of a conical density structure and periph-

eral high energy electrons downstream of the plasma source

along the last magnetic field line intersecting the wall of the

source open exit, i.e., the surface of the MN.13–15 Earlier

experimental work on the electron energy probability func-

tion (EEPF) discussed the transport of the high temperature

electrons from the source to the diffusion chamber, based on

measurements performed at two discrete axial positions

inside and downstream of the source.14 A two-dimensional

(2D) density mapping has suggested the possibility of addi-

tional ionization by the energetic electrons in the diffusion

chamber,15 and heating of the electrons by the skin effect

near the antenna in the source has also been discussed.16,17 A

particle-in-cell simulation by Singh and Rao has shown the

peripheral energetic electrons at the plasma-vacuum bound-

ary along the MN even when injecting a plasma having a

uniform electron temperature;18 these numerical studies have

invoked electron heating caused by plasma instability.19

Subsequently performed 2D measurements of the plasma

density and potential have claimed that the steady-state pro-

files are consistent with the PIC simulation,20 where a

Lorentz force due to the azimuthal Hall current and the

applied magnetic field induces a radially outward plasma

transport and the resultant conical plasma structure. The

effect of electron rotation due to rB drift on confinement of

electrons and resultant ionization collisions downstream of

the source have also been discussed.21 More recently, the

sole measurement of the tail electrons by a retarding field

energy analyzer has also been performed downstream of the

source.22 Although the presence of the peripheral energetic

electrons in the MN has been observed in these numerous

laboratory and numerical experiments mentioned above, its

origin remains unclear because of the lack of experimental

data smoothly connecting the upstream and downstream part

of the source/nozzle.

Here, 2D measurements of the electron temperature are

performed over the axial region including both the inside

and the downstream side of the source to provide data con-

tinuously connecting the two regions. The experiments are

carried out in two different device configurations, consisting

of a source immersed in vacuum and a source attached to a

diffusion chamber, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of (a) the experimental

setup and (b) the axial profile of the magnetic field, as

described previously.9 The source immersed in a 60-cm-

diameter and 140-cm-long vacuum chamber consists of a

6.4-cm-inner-diameter and 20-cm-long Pyrex glass tube sur-

rounded by a double-turn rf loop antenna (z ¼ �11:5 cm),

where z¼ 0 corresponds to the open source exit. A solenoid

creating the expanding magnetic field shown in Fig. 1(b) isa)kazunori@ecei.tohoku.ac.jp
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centered at z ¼ �3:5 cm, where the maximum field strength

is about 400G. Argon gas is introduced from the terminating

upstream side of the source with a gas flow rate of 24 sccm

giving a chamber pressure of about 0.8 mTorr. The rf antenna

is powered by a 13.56MHz and 1 kW rf generator via a vac-

uum feedthrough and an impedance matching circuit located

outside the chamber. Excessive thermal load prevented the

use of an rf compensated probe (which includes LC resonant

inductors) in the source. Therefore, an uncompensated planar

Langmuir probe facing radially is mounted on a movable

motor stage; a probe bias voltage is swept between6100V

and the electron temperature is estimated from the slope of

the semi-logarithmic plot of the I–V characteristics at each

measurement position. The plasma density is estimated from

the measured ion saturation current and the electron tempera-

ture. The local plasma potential corresponds to the peak of

the first derivative of the I–V characteristics.

Figure 2 shows the colour contour plots of the measured

2D (r–z) profiles of the electron temperature Te [Fig. 2(a)],

the logarithm of the plasma density log ðnpÞ [Fig. 2(b)], and
the plasma potential Vp [Fig. 2(c)] together with the mag-

netic field lines. The radial profiles of Te (crosses) and np
(open squares) measured at z¼ 6 cm are shown in Fig. 2(d).

The high electron temperature region exists between the sec-

ond and third magnetic field lines from the centre over the

continuous axial regions from z � �15 to z � 20 cm as seen

in Fig. 2(a): the high temperature electrons are generated

near the rf antenna at z � �11 cm and transported along the

expanding magnetic field lines. Around these magnetic field

lines downstream of the source exit, a slightly high density

region is detected (open squares for np in Fig. 2(d) peaking

at r � 64 cm), which seems to be a result of enhanced local

ionization by the high electron temperature since Te is also

peaking at r � 64 cm [Fig. 2(d)]. Nevertheless, the U-

shaped plasma potential structure having a maximum on axis

is observed in Fig. 2(c) and in agreement with previous

measurements in similar devices.23,24

Here, the measurements in Fig. 2 are performed with the

uncompensated Langmuir probe and the assumption of a

Maxwellian distribution for the analysis, whereas the previ-

ous experiments have shown a non-Maxwellian distribution

in the similar setup.14 To gain more confidence on the pres-

ence of the high temperature electrons over the axial region

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for the source immersed in

the vacuum chamber. (b) Axial profile of the magnetic field strength.

FIG. 2. 2D profiles of (a) the electron temperature Te, (b) the logarithm of

the plasma density log ðnpÞ, and (c) the plasma potential Vp measured for the

setup in Fig. 1. (d) Radial profiles of Te (crosses) and np (open squares) mea-

sured at z¼ 6 cm, where the data are extracted from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
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including both the inside and the downstream side of the

source, EEPF measurements are performed using a more

basic laboratory device shown in Fig. 3, which also allows

for the antenna location to be easily modified. The device has

a 9.5-cm-diameter and 20-cm-long Pyrex source tube con-

nected to a 26-cm-diameter and 30-cm-long grounded diffu-

sion chamber. A solenoid centred at z ¼ �6:1 cm provides a

peak magnetic field strength of about 200G decreasing to

�25 G at z¼ 10 cm. The axial position of the double-turn rf

antenna is defined as zant; two different antenna positions of

zant ¼ �12:5 and –16.5 cm are tested here. Argon gas pres-

sure in the diffusion chamber is maintained at 1.5 mTorr; the

13.56MHz and 400W rf power signal is continuously sup-

plied to the antenna. The measurement of the EEPF is per-

formed by combining an rf-compensated Langmuir probe

following Ref. 25 and an analogue differentiation tech-

nique,26 as described previously.27

Typical EEPFs measured at ðz; rÞ ¼ ð5 cm; 0 cmÞ and

ð5 cm; 6 cmÞ are plotted as solid and dotted lines, respec-

tively, in Fig. 4. The value of the EEPF at r¼ 6 cm is found

to be greater than that measured at r¼ 0 for energies above

�15 eV, which implies that the averaged electron energy at

r¼ 6 cm is higher than that at r¼ 0. The effective electron

temperature Teff is obtained by integrating the measured

EEPF as described in Ref. 28.

2D profiles of Teff measured for the two distinct antenna

positions of zant ¼ �12:5 cm and –16.5 cm are shown in

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, together with the magnetic

field lines (dashed lines), where the bold solid lines are the

physical boundaries of the source and the chamber. The high

electron temperature is continuously observed in both Figs.

5(a) and 5(b) when probing from the inside to the down-

stream side of the source along the expanding magnetic field

lines, similar to the result shown in Fig. 2(a). The high tem-

perature region in Fig. 5(a) seems to cover an outer region

FIG. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup for the source attached to the

diffusion chamber.

FIG. 4. Typical EEPFs measured at ðz; rÞ ¼ ð5 cm; 0 cmÞ (solid line) and

ð5 cm; 6 cmÞ (dotted line) for the setup in Fig. 3, with the antenna position

set at zant ¼ �12:5 cm.

FIG. 5. 2D profiles of Teff measured for the setup in Fig. 3, where the

antenna position is set to values of (a) zant ¼ �12:5 cm and (b) zant ¼ �16:5

cm, respectively, as indicated by the open circles. The dashed lines are the

applied magnetic field lines. (c) Radial profiles of Teff at z¼ 5 cm for zant ¼
�12:5 cm (open squares) and zant ¼ �16:5 cm (filled squares), where the

data are extracted from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
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extending radially a bit more than seen in Fig. 5(b) and

again follows the magnetic field lines intersecting the wall

near the antenna. To look at the profile in more detail, the

radial profiles of Teff at z¼ 5 cm are plotted in Fig. 5(c) as

open squares and filled circles for the zant ¼ �12:5 cm and

zant ¼ �16:5 cm cases, respectively. When the antenna is

shifted upstream, the radial location of the peak in tempera-

ture is shifted to the radially inward direction since the

magnetic field line intersecting the wall at the rf antenna

position traverses a more central region of the diffusion

chamber. Hence, electron heating by the antenna, where the

power is transferred to the electrons via the skin effect,17

seems to be the main contribution to the presence of the

high temperature electrons near the source wall with subse-

quent transport along the field lines into the diffusion cham-

ber. It should be mentioned that the trapping length of the

electrons also affects the electron temperature as presented

in previous numerical work.29 This possible additional con-

tribution to the formation of the peripheral high tempera-

ture electrons in the source is the subject of future

investigation.

In summary, 2D measurements of the electron tempera-

ture have been performed in magnetically expanding plas-

mas under various configurations. Two interpretations

regarding the presence of high temperature electrons near

the plasma-vacuum boundary in the MN have been discussed

over the last few years; one is the leakage of the high energy

electrons created by the skin heating in the source and the

other is electron heating by plasma instability in the MN.

The present results demonstrated by taking data contiguously

connecting the upstream and downstream regions in two dif-

ferent devices clearly show that the first interpretation is the

main contribution to the formation of the peripheral high

electron temperature in the MN.

Regarding the conical density profiles observed in the

MN, it has been proposed that the radially outward J� B

force due to the electron Hall current (E� B drift current)

is responsible for the structure formation,18 in addition to

additional ionization in the diffusion chamber. However,

the measured azimuthal current in the helicon thruster is

essentially diamagnetic near the source exit,30 i.e., in the

opposite direction to the Hall current. Therefore, further

investigation is still required for a complete understanding

of the dynamics and structure formation in magnetically

expanding plasmas.
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